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WELCOME!
These summer months have passed quickly. Outdoor projects,
tending vegetable and flower gardens, camping, walks and other
such warm weather opportunities will soon be adjusted to an
autumnal setting.
As asters, sunflowers, and the beginning of the sun’s shift to the
south signal another remarkable seasonal change, let us notice
and be grateful. Fall is a time for celebrating the bounty of
summer, the changing colors of landscapes and for preparation.
Our ancestral experiences speak to us of migration, gathering and
storing and readiness for the eventual arrival of winter. Let us
also remember to prepare for support, community, generosity and
kindness. May we reach out, one human to another, and offer our
presence and higher selves to loved ones and strangers alike. May
we prepare to travel into the wealth of autumn and the
opportunity to be kind.
Blessings,
Hank
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Upland Morning
by Stewart Warren
On morning’s trail: other dogs,
playful postures, happy slobber,
this red iron mountain wide open.
I scale the south wall
of the North Pit, my love
and Wookie Dog wade
the grasslands below.
Still in time for breakfast
we go on down to Howard’s
at the bottom of Chihuahua Hill—
Crazy Potatoes, a Giclée of
narrowing rails, the oven
holding loaves that last
crucial half minute.
La Calavera Catrina shows up;
her magnetic lace,
a little exposed bone.
You may try to avert your eyes
but end up waiting
for the spell to pass.
Meanwhile: trumpet vine.
The coffee is slow;
a smile makes it okay. I say,
brother, I was there
writing down your words
beneath the palms, beside the fire.
I was there for Apollo 11;
I was there for Monterey Pop;
we walked the abandoned stretches
of old 66 Lake Michigan to the coast.
Something dark and moving
is just something passing through—
ain’t nothin’ but a thing
in a world of passing things.
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I was there when they came
home in a box.

You know that wild river
must always fall
in freedom’s unfettered gaze.
When you hear those dolphins
on the desert
you’ll know what I mean —
bleeding feet, a dry strong song,
asylum seekers seeking purple majesty,
you and me ‘cross every crossing.
We speak of wilderness and light,
we speak of justice and grace.
We speak of the Gila
and we kneel where we stand.
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The Bridge

by Hiram Larew

Improve me
Make me into a bird bath
Splashing like friends do in the morning
So that I’m ready for most anything
Or have me become
Rotting wood
The kind that’s partly wise
And always damp
So that it hardly matters what happens tomorrow
If you can help me at all
Then help me to become the loosest
Doorknob alive
To turn without every turning
The kind of nuisance
That’s like snow is whenever it’s
Next to water
Over it all change me into
The fullest why not anyone can imagine
Take me
With no sense at all
To the ripest time to come.
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Edge of Toroweap
by Gary Harkins

Took her to the edge at Toroweap
A Spirit promise that I had to keep
She looked down, but didn’t leap
Skeleton thin from refusing to eat
A failure to thrive in a selfish time
Colorado is like a ribbon falling over
Lava Falls, as do we all, born of water
That washes all our souls back to sea
Every ending is a new beginning of me
I show her yellow flowers in sand
Holy light shining on canyon land
This life we hold is not in our hands
Praying she would see what I see
How life feeds, how small seeds
Split the red slick rock to grow trees
Everything lives to bleed– a truth
Into our eyes, tears from cloudy skies
Pink sandstone and pines draw lines
Framing blue sky, the passing of time
Past me, I hope she hears and believes
What nature whispers to comfort grief
So much stolen– we are our own thief
On the edge takes much more than belief
More than wishing your angel had wings
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Meadow of a Million Bones
by Gary Harkins

A meadow, a memory, a meaning– white shadows below Bear
Mountain
I walk alone, among a million bones while dawn comes slow and
golden
Low angle of the sun lights up every one, to the dark that must
dwell inside us
These bones, made by hand as prayers, as a promise to look
murder in the eye
Fear we failed in our try, bones don’t lie–many more murders than
meadows
Bones of my bones of us all cry out from nameless dirt, turning
away doesn’t hide the hurt
As I close my mouth, don’t speak, of trails, tears, disease– Sand
Creek or Wounded Knee
As I close my eyes to Bosnia– Serb snipers slaughter children in
Sarajevo’s bloody streets
As I close my ears to Rwanda–to machetes slicing through air,
then last scream throats
As I close my mind to Syria, children blank staring holes right
through my wrong soul
So I close my soul to Cambodia–– skulls stacked in piles, smiling
lipless death smiles
Killing Fields are still in style, that’s known– but if I close off
anything else I’ll be gone
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I sit under an Alligator Juniper; raven lands by a cranium
croaking “nevermore” to eyeless holes
He knows– a rabbit hops over empty rib cages and weak spines–
fleshless fingers point to mine
Staccato gunfire rips through space, warps time, in these warped
times
As I close my heart to the Holocaust– to people gassed alive
Turned to ashes in the sky
Genocide never dies
I’m gone
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“The poet is truly a thief of fire.”
-Arthur Rimbaud age 17

Thieves of Fire
by Doug Booth

The thief of fire lays languidly upon her blood-red rug,
As passion and eloquence envelop her,
Propelling her to action.
Seldom impetuous (except in her mind!),
Words splash upon her page,
With wry abandon.
Dropping from all directions without warning.
Heir to the promiscuous Prometheus,
“Mundane” has no seat at her table - nor will “precious” find a
chair,
Why “thief of fire”?
Because she purposefully purloins her cunning craft, disowning all
ownership. “Property is theft” she will tell you.
Exempt from the Rules of the Dance,
She’s often shockingly graceful.
However, one does not requisition her “Fire”,
You must “catch” it like Bob Marley, a fellow traveler amongst
forgotten dreams.
Thieves of Fire, like those hucksters of the nether-world,
Hubert’s Freak Show at Times Square,
At 48th and Broadway,
Where the dog-faced man holds we 12-year-olds,
mesmerized,
Before the exotic Princess Sahloo from “Africa” sashays across
stage.
Where Tiny Tim, ne: Larry Love got his falsetto start.
All bona fide thieves of fire.
For they dare to dance the improbable,
Dine with the divinely delirious, lounging upon their blood-red
rugs.
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Tom Tomorrow Man
Tomorrow Man

by Christopher Cabatbat
I know what you push down and keep behind your bedroom door
I know how to stare up at a ceiling for hours and hours
I know…

Those times, they were simple, they act surprised but they all
knew
While we sang Amazing Grace from under steeples and back-row
pews
We kept quiet, kept face, and breathed a life behind pulled shades
So we could hide all the things that we take
to our grave...

You broke
You broke
Now when
Now when
I cannot…

the crowns that her daughters were wearing
her body, and you broke her colors
I close my eyes, loud ceilings wake me up
I close my eyes, I want to run upstairs, but

I remember the sounds falling down from on top of those ceiling
tiles
I remember how I promised myself, I’m gonna get far from here
From inside the cage I made, of earth and bone, of stalk and stone
From the cornfield, oh it waved me in, and kept me hid from the
heaviness
of things I saw…
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So long my son
Now go off and be a man
God damn you son, you got my blood!
Now go off and be a man
God damn you boy, don’t spill my blood!
Now go off and be a God damn man!

I know
It’s taken a long time for me
to see…
That I’ll never be a man
in your eyes…
And I don’t ever want to be the man you was
`cause I know…
That life is bittersweet
I know
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Aunt Bea’s Suicide
by Larry Ribnik

I helped Mother's only sibling, my aunt Bea, commit suicide.
have often thought: “never again.” You'll see why.

I

A little background: Bea and her only child—daughter Leah—were
pretty much the only relatives with whom I had been
communicating for many years, with the exception of my
parents. All my life, especially as I matured, Bea seemed much
more interested in and supportive of me and my life choices than
my conventional parents. Both Bea and I were somewhat
unconventional. I felt I had much more in common with her, such
as progressive politics and a social conscience.
It is important to know Bea was very close to Leah and her
husband, Paul, and Leah was murdered when she came home and
interrupted a robbery a few years before my part in the suicide
story began. Paul was quite a competent financial advisor and
socially competent as well, and he became a significant part of
Bea’s life after the murder—talking with her on the phone every
day and dining with her at least two or three times a week.
I knew a few decades earlier that Bea eventually wanted to take
her own life rather than be disabled and be a burden. This was a
subject she and I could easily discuss without discomfort. The
suicide story started for me when Paul (who lived close to her in
California) refused to help her get a suicide drug in Mexico, one
recommended by the Hemlock Society. I agreed to go with her to
obtain the drug, but I had one stipulation: I would keep the drug
where I then lived in New Mexico, so she would have to visit me
from California to get it if and when she decided it was time to
end her life. I stipulated this for two reasons: 1) There would be
a delay after Bea made a decision before she had access to the
means to commit suicide, reducing the impulsiveness of the act,
and 2) I wanted to say goodbye to her in person as a last
expression of my love.
Getting the drug in Tijuana, Mexico, was quite an adventure. Bea
and I went to many farmacias with our meager Spanish, searching
for drugs on her Hemlock list and were finally told she must see a
doctor to get a prescription.
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A doctor was recommended, and we were luckily able to see him
without an appointment. And, amazingly, he spoke English quite
well.
This consultation was tricky, nevertheless, because, although our
stated need for the drug was for pain relief, we also had to
convince the doctor to prescribe an amount that would be
sufficient for Bea's true intention. We never knew if he was aware
of our purpose for the medication. Once we had the prescription,
purchasing at a farmacia was easy but not the end of the
adventure. We had to cross the border to the U.S. with it.
Not wanting to drive in Tijuana, we had taken a bus across the
border. I can’t remember where we “hid” the contraband, purse or
pocket. At the border crossing returning to the US, we were
required to get off the bus and walk through the immigration
building to rejoin the bus in the US. “Where were you
born?” “Where do you live?” “Do you have any fresh fruit or
vegetables or alcohol?” That was about it. Our rapidly beating
hearts returned from our throats to our chests and respiratory
rates returned to normal. We had made it!
I took the drug home to New Mexico with me, as agreed, and our
lives continued without further suicide discussions until Paul
broke all contact with Bea. He “dumped” her would be a better
description. This leads me to explain that Bea's relationships
with men were unusual, which is especially relevant to my
epiphany (described below) I had after her death. I had lived with
her for a year when I started college and lived close by for another
year and a half. During that time the several men she dated were
on a different intellectual level from her. Bea was college
educated (had a Master of Library Science and was the head
librarian at the college I attended), and her ex-husband (Leah’s
father) was a high-powered Ph. D. psychologist. The men I knew
about that she dated were generally not college educated and their
jobs could be classified as “blue collar.” The one I remember most
was a truck driver. In retrospect, I wondered if she was choosing
men who were not serious candidates as life partners, thus
avoiding a trauma similar to her divorce from Leah's father.
Another unusual aspect of Bea’s relationships with men is
illustrated by her relationship with Paul and with me.
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After Leah’s death, inconsistent to the closeness between Paul and
Bea, she (according to Paul) would undermine any relationship he
started with another woman who had the potential of being a life
partner for him.
When he brought a woman to meet Bea, she would, right then,
compare the woman to Leah, unfavorably, of course. Paul never
formed a long-term dating relationship while he was close to
Bea.
Given this odd relationship with Paul, what about Bea’s
relationship with me? There seemed to be something emotionally
incestuous about it. More to that story in a bit.
In addition to being her friend and son-in-law, Paul was Bea’s
financial advisor. When he broke with her, he boxed and
unceremoniously dumped all her financial paperwork in her
garage, surreptitiously using his key to her house and then left a
phone message telling her he wanted no further communication
with her. There was no discussion, no warning. Understandably,
Bea became depressed after this since Paul had been her main
support and major social outlet.
Not more than a couple of months after this, Bea, 84 years old
now, phoned me to tell me she wanted to visit to pick up her
suicide drug. Being a social worker, I explained how suicide was a
permanent solution (death) to what could be a temporary situation
(depression). Bea was still living alone, unaided, driving and
completely independent and enjoying volunteering at an
elementary school. However, she replied she could no longer walk
as far as she did in the past without pain, a rather lame response,
in my opinion. Nevertheless, I felt I had to honor our agreement,
so invited her to come to New Mexico, as it happened, during the
time of my birthday.
Further illustrations of Bea’s strangeness with men: For my
birthday celebration, we invited a couple to join us. During the
evening, Bea, rather shamelessly, flirted with the 45-year-old
man. It seemed incredible and created discomfort in all of us,
except for Bea. During Bea's visit, she made the comment to my
wife, “if I had Larry, I would not be committing suicide.” Need
there be a question mark about emotional incest?
My house was not large enough to lodge Bea comfortably, and I'd
arranged with a colleague living nearby to rent a room. (We lived
outside a very small town with no lodging possibilities.)
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It was a shock for me to learn only after Bea returned to
California, that she had talked to my colleague about killing
herself in the rented room there in New Mexico. What a legal and
logistical nightmare that could have been. I feel much gratitude
that my colleague convinced her otherwise.

I knew Bea wanted to kill herself because of her depression over
losing Paul. For my part, I was unable to talk her out of it. So
she went back to California with the suicide drug and a schedule
and plan to complete the action. She would take the drug on a
Saturday afternoon or evening. I would try to reach her
Sunday. Being unable to do so, I would call her neighbor and ask
that she check on Bea. On the fateful Saturday night, I was
suddenly overcome by grief. I vividly remember leaning my
forearm on a kitchen counter and sobbing and bawling with my
forehead on my arm. I think I was in touch with Bea!
The process unfolded as planned except for one mishap. After Bea
took the drug (which, I understand, was to be taken with some
alcohol—vodka), she must have become thirsty. The neighbor
found her (dead) on the kitchen floor with blood all around from a
head wound and the water running in the kitchen sink. My
guess: Bea went for a drink of water and she fell, injuring her
head. The blood was a smelly mess to clean when I got there a day
or so later. Although I worked my fingers almost to the bone, I
don’t think the odor was completely gone when I left Bea’s
townhouse for sale in the hands of a realtor.
The interesting and important part of the aftermath of Bea’s death
for me was the ambivalence of my feelings. After the initial
flooding of grief on the Saturday night of her death, I found
myself with a mixture of vague feelings I could neither identify
nor articulate. After a couple of sessions with a hospice grief
counselor I knew and trusted, it became clear to me that Bea had
inserted herself between my parents (especially my mother, who
was still alive) and me. In hindsight, 20/20 of course, I don’t
think she hesitated to belittle my mother, showing me how much
more I was “her son,” than my mother's. I felt I had been taken in
and manipulated by Bea. One gift for me of her death was it
allowed me to see this and to become much closer to my mother.
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One final thought: I think Bea’s suicide resulted in what she
intended. That is, not to be disabled due to old age and not to be
dependent. Reflecting more generally we can never know when our
wherewithal to commit such an act will no longer be an option
owing to failing mental and physical faculties. She killed herself
when she was still capable of being relatively active. Her health
was quite good, but she had been forced to walk less and to do less
because of her age-related fatigue and pains. How much longer
could she have lived independently in a style she wanted? She
didn’t know, neither do I.
At the beginning of this account, I stated, “never again.” As I
wrote this, I realized I had helped a loved one achieve her
wishes. Would I do it again? Well . . . maybe.
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Ready or Not
by Hiram Walker
Why are uncles special
All charmed to themselves?
And why my surprise?
I suspect if I had had one early on
I would have watched him like smoke
Every strange visit of his
And worn my pants differently some ribbons.
From him I would have realized roles sooner
As he skated ahead
Because at the start an uncle is a twirl of breath posing
Gay as a faun at a fountain
No cares at all
And later is as clever as clues
A compass
Or proof that can’t can be
Uncles – when no one else dares.
All of this is important because I realize
Ready or not
That I am an uncle
That some lost kid hopes on my wings.
And I realize that when he asks me for paints or a wand
That’s nice
But what he’ll really need are schemes and hooves.
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Solstice Checkup 2018
by Stewart Warren
I catch myself standing—
still—under the black sun
while some reporter drops by
for an annual interview.
Yeah, I’m burnin’ here.
How do you do that, he asks,
those songs I mean?
Mostly, I get out of the way,
the art of not looking
while I die on the page.
At first it’s something else,
something other,
a traveler from a foreign land.
It goes on like that, then
you start to suspect yourself
as larger, a smiling orb,
a secret dark river,
a moment of ongoing yes,
nobody at all.
You become the river, become
the same soaring used by falcons,
the word behind the wind.
Still and yet,
you don’t change your name
without knowing your design.
Upgrade
after Gil Scott-Heron
The new air force
will park its planes in formation,
a one hundred- and twenty-one-gun salute
to the achievements of force and fear.
The new air force
will disclose what it knows
of cloaking, bi-location, smart energy.

20
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The new air force
will not sell its weaponry
to other countries but will
reshape bombers into
habitat and museums of curiosity.
The new air force
will deliver doctors, food
and clothing to the refuges;
will sit on the floor in a circle
of asylum seekers singing
songs of success.
The new air force
will take an entire year off
for maternity leave,
will loosen its belt,
its mind and its heart;
will be required to take yoga,
walk the kids to school
and do its own laundry.
The new air force
will study history, learn
to forgive and to accept help.
The new air force will teach love.
The new air force will stand up
against human trafficking,
will put its dick back in its pants.
The new air force will learn to fly
without machines, arriving on the scene
with clean water, clean blankets,
clean hands; will set out chairs
at the outdoor concert, help
everyone across the street.
The new air force will sponsor
art projects that mirror
the brilliance of our communities.

21
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The new air force will make us proud,
Blue Angels among us, on the streets
and in the fields; organic farming
and clean energy its new pursuits.
The new air force will tip its wings
toward the dawn of peace.

22
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A Star At Dawn
by Doug Booth

A star at dawn, a drop of dew, an echo, a rainbow, a
dream.
(The elements of this life) - Buddha
I reluctantly awake for 6:00 AM meditation at Kyaswa Monastery in
Burma. I am sitting a three-week retreat with Michelle McDonaldSmith, a seasoned teacher. She trained with fierce, meditation
master, U Pandita, who instructed her to mediate 23 hours each day,
sleeping only one hour, due to her advanced skills. Unlike her fierce
master, Michelle loves to giggle.

Her co-teacher at Kyaswas is the Abbot of the monastery, Sayadaw U
Lakkhana. The Sayadaw is radical in several respects; he is teaching
alongside a Western female, with both male and female yogis in
attendance.

Kyaswa is located in a Burmese village filled with monasteries and
nunneries. The local village is named, “Wachet”, or “alms food”.

Then, something calls to me as I rummage about in the dark, trying
not to be late. I hear a soft voice down in the valley - someone
chanting. I lean out my window. I see a small camp fire with an old
man heating his morning tea, chanting.
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He practices alone, singing the Buddha’s “Impermanence” chant:
“Annica Vata Sankara, Upadawa, Ya Domino,
U Pakituva Neru Shanti, Tesang, Vupassimo, Suko”
“All conditioned things are impermanent. It is their nature to arise
and to pass away. To be in harmony with this truth is to live in
happiness.”

I’m now ready to begin my day.
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Be Prepared

by Kenneth L. Kast
Remember? That was the Boy Scout Motto. I think it still is, but I
guess the Boy Scouts of America (BSA) wasn’t quite prepared for
the modern world and is now more calling themselves Scouting.org
due to their bankruptcy over the pedophilia issue. I, personally,
was even less prepared for their allowing girls to join which I
understand has put them into conflict with the Girl Scouts. It also
seems that outcry from the LGBTQ+ community has now forced the
BSA to allow acknowledged non-straight leaders, regardless of the
now required background checks, presumably only so long as the
new rule banning one-on-one meetings between adult leaders and
scouts is strictly enforced.
Perhaps fortunately, one on one contact with adult scout leaders
was not an issue for me when I was a youngster, but after learning
about the long-term sexual abuse of a men’s group member by his
BSA leader, around the time the whole thing blew up nationally, I
thought back on my own scouting days and recalled several
personal instances of non-one-on-one weirdness, a novel
understanding in contradiction to my overall fondness for those
long ago scouting adventures.
First, there was the older teenage Junior Assistant Scoutmaster,
who wanted me and my younger cohorts to finish putting the
campfire out by peeing on it while he watched. We suggested that
he needed to help us with that, and he replied that he didn’t have
to pee, but happily showed us his penis, which impressed most of
us as being huge as we were mostly still in latency or barely out of
it and thus unfamiliar with erections, especially in that context.
Fortunately, as I see it now, that was all there was to it, for me at
least.
The next BSA preparedness issue I reported to my mother, even
though I just thought it was funny. I regretted that report for
years as it led very quickly to the dissolution of the scout troop.
My parents were high in the leadership of the small-town church
that sponsored the troop and with both being originally from the
“big city,” they were very concerned about my report that on
camping trips, the Assistant Scoutmaster asked us to line up and
change our underwear in front of him daily, supposedly to ensure
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that we wore clean underwear. In retrospect, I do wonder if a
single male twenty-something was spending much of his free time
with boy scouts because of his dedication to BSA or if my parents’
concern was right on.
I was disappointed that I had only achieved Star rank, well below
the ultimate preparedness of Eagle Scout. But my current reality,
which includes my nephew, who did achieve the Eagle Scout badge,
still living at home and unemployed at age 40, strongly suggests
that BSA preparedness is maybe not the fulfillment it presumes to
be.
But the problems with being prepared extend far beyond scouting.
My parents’ fifty-year marriage did not prepare me for my two
divorces any more than their strongly practiced religious faith
prepared me for the death of my younger sister at age 12. Closer
to the above discussion, their stopping of the potential abuse in
the local scout troop did nothing to prepare me to avoid my own
adult #metoo moment of non-consensual sex with an older man
when I was 22.
Be Prepared, page 2 At this point in my life (soon 74 years young),
it is totally my responsibility to be prepared for whatever happens
in my life, even as much as I would like to blame things on COVID
or anything else other than myself. Yet still I struggle with being
prepared.
I have been aware for many years that my fruit trees routinely
provide little or no harvest every other year. But this is not that
other year and I am unprepared for the upcoming peach harvest,
with the branches so full of not quite ripe fruit that they are
breaking. I am not prepared for this, but I still hope to struggle
through it and enjoy the bounty. Preparation is helpful and
important, but life proceeds regardless.
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Fate
by Greg Candela
We return
to drink
from sorrow’s
well
draughts
guzzled
from life’s
bucket
Water that
cannot be
thought of
cold water
that gushes
into, chokes
from, our
upturned
superfluous
mouths, cools
sweated chests
where reside
inside out
hearts
flub-dub—
70-80
beats
each minute
every minute:
this
is how we
come to
ourselves
empirically
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My Divine Dalliances
by Ross Perkal

How could this miracle have first happened, some 25
years ago to the day, when both of us were stable, middle class,
married to longtime spouses, with wonderful children? We were
both blessed with healthy families, and we were each respected
members of our own religious, social, and neighborhood
communities.
This soliloquy is made without remorse, nor guilt, but
it is intended to discharge any need for future apology. My two
beloved, now-adult children, both of whom serve our community as
counselors/family therapists, shall someday want to learn all of
the details of my story; of how their shy, quiet father found
glorious gratification long ago but stayed with their mother, and
them.
The existence of the “supplemental” love that entered my
life, through the grace of the Ultimate Force, in the form of that
first, chance meeting was, it seems, both my and her destiny.
Both respected lawyers, with successful law practices in
our hometowns, we happened by chance to be assigned to speak
together, on a panel at a national legal seminar, in Manhattan,
along with other lawyers from all over the USA. I came upon this
initial, good fortune and the subsequent, life-long adoration by
me, without any prior infidelity on my part. Until that lifechanging event, I had only fantasized about such a possibility, but
as I grew older, even that relief became only an illusion.
We met as agreed, the night before the conference
started, in order to coordinate our joint speaking efforts, on the
panel, at the conference the next day. Since then, my life has
been incredibly enriched, even if only once a year. Those annual
rendezvouses have always been re-energizing, and thoroughly
satisfying to me.
That first night, we had dinner in the elegant hotel
dining room, which the conference sponsors had provided for
us. We shared our “life stories,” over a gourmet meal, and two
bottles of her favorite French wine, neglecting to talk about our
separate “presentations” the next day.
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Ever the gentleman, I walked her back to her hotel room, and we
both smiled and politely hugged goodnight.
I turned to go to my room down the hall, when she
reached for my hand and asked me, demurely, to “come inside for a
nightcap.” Naively, at first, I thought she meant another drink. I
had never strayed before, but the wine and our mutual, symbiotic
disclosures at dinner, plus the warmth of her smile, made it
impossible for me to decline. Reticent, but thrilled, when she
dimmed the lights and kissed me lightly, I started to babble
incoherently, as she slipped off my sport coat and her lawyer
suit. She led me over to the king-sized bed. Her touch was
electric, her kisses, divine. My unsatisfied thirst for romance at
home, made this moment spectacular, in so many ways.
We stayed up all night, knowing that we would not be
great panel members, but this moment had been ordained by some
higher power. No one on the panel seemed to notice the next day,
our presentations went ok, though we probably smiled too much,
sitting beside one another. The rest of the conference was a blur
because we never returned to the convention.
We lived in her room, after flirtatious meals at Manhattan’s
premier restaurants, holding hands under the table, gazing
longingly, smiling incessantly, laughing heartily, like lovestruck
teens, not really knowing what we were doing, nor why, only that
it felt so right.
I made my dutiful calls back home and tried carefully
to seem okay, but not too happy. We were both genuinely shy,
during that first encounter, but relaxed and, more natural, every
day thereafter. The momentum of our feelings for each other
immediately outweighed even the bodily delights.
For the next 49 weeks in each year thereafter, I have
conscientiously focused my life since then upon my family, and
their needs, as each of us had sworn to do. Despite the time
limitations of our annual dallying, I have been the beneficiary of
much bliss/satisfaction, throughout each yearly comingtogether. Due to the Pandemic of 2020/2021, we were unable to
convene last year, to our great sorrow.
We both knew that neither of us was “whole” in our
normal lives, the rest of the year, but we also knew that many
others would be shocked, hurt and their lives would be torn
asunder should we break our pre-existing marital vows.
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Our unspoken goal was to allow our existing, “other” lives to flow
normally on a permanent basis.
Know, however, that I hoped in my heart, that one day our
charming, unshared dreams might, to some greater, extent become
our new, divine reality.
The fabulous years of our love affair now have raced
by. The affair has taken on a life of its own which I have
cherished and reveled in. Two decent, human beings came
together randomly, without intention, nor explicit motive, and
found immeasurable comfort, and symbiotically pledged to
continue, never knowing what the future might portend for us.
We have since become devoted soulmates, though due to
our “other lives,” we have maintained our prior vows and
performed them dutifully, out of the innate, familial love for our
children. Our strict boundaries have been difficult for me, but
compensated for, by the metaphysical love that I gained in
return. The resulting robust, the connection has caused us both to
consider, from time to time, to test those agreed-upon boundaries
and to try to stretch the pre-determined limits that we both knew
from the start, we must abide by.
I am an unabashed romantic and have spent my entire
life longing to connect and engage with a partner of equal nobility
and generosity of spirit. At our annual, joint venture of 21 days
of quenching our ever-increasing passion for each other’s bodily
delights, I have known earthshaking satisfaction. I have waited
patiently every year to scream out to the universe that we were
one soul and to know that no one could ever take away the lofty,
spiritual, forces that bound us together, from afar.
The mutual craving that has gratified us both and
which I have come to cherish, despite being subsumed, by the “rest
of our lives”, made me live for every moment of each new, glorious
annual connection, exceeding any of my prior experiences, or my
“in-between fantasies.”
Despite our initial vow to keep our then-existing
families intact and not disturb the status quo, I have been guilty
of occasional, forbidden, dialogue as to how we might expand upon
and enrich our “arrangement,” to which no response has ever been
received, fortunately. Shame on me. Kudos to her!
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I am what one might list on online dating sites as
“spiritual, but not religious.” You may not condone the behaviors
I have exhibited, but if you knew what fortuitous, independent,
but similar, circumstances brought us together, that first divine
time, you might be more empathetic and perhaps, less judgmental.
Please do not immediately condemn us as we are both
good persons, who never set out for any salacious nor earthshaking
“mini-affair” that we happened upon. In our silent but true selfdefense, life “just happened” to us, and we have each been blessed
with the other’s intimacy, caring, and boundaries never exceeded,
though excess has surely been craved, since our first delightful
tryst.
Each of us traditionally brought the other an annual
gift, inexpensive, but considerate, kind, and meaningful. This
year, our 24th (damn Covid!) together seemed sacrosanct and
different, having two years apart. In between, each calendar year,
we were limited to one, a one-hour long phone call every month,
emails, as needed by either of us, to our secret office addresses,
but always restrained against whining, begging, nor regaling each
other with romantic innuendo. Every three months there was a
two-hour phone call, to check-in, flirt, and brainstorm about that
year’s getaway ideas. By this time, we were very empathic, and
ended each other’s sentences and read each other’s minds. We
agreed in advance that this, our silver year (but for Covid), would
be a unique one. Each person was to think of some never-before
enjoyed gift, and hope that it would delight the other person. We
agreed to no clues, nor intimations prior to the meet, no spending
limits, no rules, just to use our imagination, and see whose
present was the “winner” (her suggestion)!
Usually, we met at the hotel, in Manhattan, now “Our
HOTEL,” where even the staff knew us and surmised the reason
for our annual visit. This year we had agreed to meet at
LaGuardia Airport, instead. Our flights always arrived at nearly
the same time.
We met this time at the baggage claim, where we hugged,
kissed, smiled coquettishly, and held hands till the bags started
down. My heart was beating rapidly! She had brought four giant
suitcases! I brought two (2) one-way tickets to Negril, Jamaica.
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This year, our loyal, devoted love was, at last, the
Believe me, the only time I ever told this much truth
to anyone
was when no one was looking.
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Everything Is Poison
By Hiram Larew

The last time I told the truth
Was about a year before I was born
And that’s a lie because really
I’m as honest as spit
And as trustworthy as spam.
Yes when it comes to the important stuff
Like beer, like babies, like poison
I’m good for a wink.
So, even if I promise myself to plan ahead
Or prepare or get ready for this or that
Really I don’t.
In fact, the space between my convictions is a drive-thru.
And the last time I vowed to do anything was when Noah
Peeked out the window and saw doves drowning.
Right now, I’m about a million miles from me.
So when the nurse stops by
I say "This applesauce is soooo tasty!"
When really who’s kidding who?
The trouble is there aren’t any sweets left anymore.
I look around the room and
Realize that flat began a long while back.
When did life become a big red button?
When did hope turn into cement floors?
When did I begin to not listen?
I should trash all of this willy wishing.
"You can take away the tray," I say
"Except that little green bottle with pills there. I might need
them."
Believe me, the only time I ever told this much truth
To anyone
Was when no one was looking.
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Nothing at All

by Mark Fleisher
Nothing prepares
your body, your heart,
your brain, your spirit
for the constant ache
of a love, slowly,
gradually, inexorably dying
Nothing prepares you
for witnessing the withering,
when levels of one function
or another plunge
dangerously low or
soar inexplicably high
Nothing prepares you
when the feeding tube
tears away at two
in the morning and
you dash through dark skies
so a sleepy doctor
can reattach the pipeline
Nothing prepares you
for the shattered hope
when the oncologist
says five percent
survive five years
Nothing prepares you
for the tantrums
when the medicine infiltrates
the emotional storehouse
Nothing prepares you
for feeling rotten each night
when for a few precious hours
sleep grants a pardon
from responsibility
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Nothing prepares you
for the endless hours
at her bedside,
in the hospital,
the nursing home
as coherency drifts in and out
Nothing prepares you
for the time
after the final breath,
eulogies and prayers said,
condolence cards read,
freedom engulfs your being
nothing prepares you
for the guilt
Nothing at all
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California White Oak
By Greg Candela
For Jim Folkman

I have a few friends like
the California White Oak. Titans,
their arms undulate each
decade, in stiff winds, they remain stiff
except for a trembling of their catkins.

Demi-gods, their trunks defiant
against Old Kronos. They know that
bending means dismemberment:
over scores of years, in hollow cores
their muscular limbs absorb. absorb.

Saints, their supplicant limbs—weakened
by tree centuries—crack from trunks
severed in summer’s still night
a martyrdom heard only by the startled voyeur
the philosopher’s acorn in his heart.

These few friends taught me
the manly stoicism of the oak tree
the terrible insinuation of breaking limbs
the Japanese love in gushing arterial blood.
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Seasons

by Hank Blackwell
What is in this wind that blows?
Is it your pollen,
lifted from chamisa and sunflower?
What is it this night
that pushes stars out of the night
and into my eye?
What is it that coaxes sap
down into roots for safe keeping?
Why do asters blossom
into cold morning
and chevrons of great
birds turn sunward?
Seasons change with great struggle
high in these mountains,
warriors skirmishing
as life prepares.
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WEB INSIGHTS--DO NOT MISS!
Don’t forget to visit the New Mexico Men’s Wellness website! Just
enter ‘NMMW’ on your search engine.

NMMW Website and Logo
Mark Pugsley and our Tech Committee worked hard to develop our
new website and get it up and running (see https://nmmw.org). The
Board of Directors has just recently contracted with a webmaster
to develop additional functionality such as an events calendar
integrated with EventBrite and a blog function as well making
sure the website is updated promptly and continues to run
well. There is, of course, some cost but considered by the BOD to
be well worth the investment. We are also designing a new NMMW
logo; be on the lookout. Interested? Want to participate? Please
email Mark Pugsley at mwpugsley@gmail.com or call 505.715.2011.

Webmaster
We have a new webmaster, Margie Baxley! Margie will be
responsible for website development and maintenance.
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BARNRAISING
This section is intended to hold a place for announcements of
relevant events and happenings, as well as invitations for
participation, support, in the fashion of pulling your neighbors
and loved ones together for an old-fashioned barn-raising. Here
are a few such items to prime the pump for the next edition:

FATHERS NEW MEXICO IS IN CRITICAL NEED
OF OUR SUPPORT
As a man who has participated in New Mexico Men’s Wellness
in some capacity, you are likely familiar with Fathers New
Mexico (FNM). In fact, you may very well have given to FNM in
the past.
FNM is currently experiencing a funding crisis and we are
asking for your help. The pandemic has had profound impacts
on the nonprofit sector in general and FNM in particular. As a
consequence of these challenges, FNM is dealing with a
financial shortfall. In spite of our current financial
challenges, the future does look positive.
We are asking if you will support FNM at this time? And, we
have engaged some of your NMMW brothers to encourage you!
Several NMMW donors have collaborated and put together a
matching gift. Whatever the NMMW community donates, these
men will match it up to $5,000.
If we can meet 100% of this match goal, it will go a long way
towards making up our $25,000 gap in funding.
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You can donate by going
to https://donatenow.networkforgood.org/sfpartners. It is
important to select Fathers New Mexico from the drop
down list under: “I want my donation to be designated
toward:” In the “Dedication" field, enter “NMMW Match”.
You can also send a check, payable to Partners in Education
with FNM match on the memo line to;
Fathers New Mexico
PO Box 22254
Santa Fe NM 87502
Perhaps you are part of a Men’s Group? It would be wonderful
if you and your Men’s Group worked together to generate a
donation for this match! If you know other people interested in
supporting families during this time, consider challenging
them to match your gift.
In addition, you can:
• promote the FNM donation request on your social media.
• reach out to your friends, family, and colleagues about
becoming donors by using this email or one of your own
creation.
• change your one-time donation to a recurring monthly
donation through the website.
If you would like more information on FNM, please contact
Johnny at 505-377-8950 for more information.
With deep appreciation,
Johnny Wilson Barry McIntosh
Executive Director Founder
Johnny Delamater
FNM Advisory Council.

Brian Polgar
FNM Advisory Council
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LEGACY GIVING TO NMMW
Fed up with your nagging spouse, worthless children, and bratty grandchildren? Then why
leave them all your money when you croak? Any NMMW man worth his salt would of
course take full responsibility for anything not completely positive in his relationships!
Seriously, most of us would enjoy a lasting legacy to show that we have contributed to a
cause that will benefit the lives of others for generations to come. A planned gift brings
your thoughtful planning, vision and extraordinary generosity together in the form of a
bequest, beneficiary designation on life insurance or a gift of art, stock, real estate or IRA
charitable rollover to New Mexico Men’s Wellness. You can die knowing that your money
will be well spent carrying on the good work done by the men you love.
You remain in control of your assets during your lifetime, it costs nothing and can reduce
estate tax burdens. Bequests can be a specified dollar amount, a percentage of an estate,
or tangible property. If you are considering this, it is important to notify our Board
to ensure your intentions are understood and can be realized.
NMMW is a 501©3 organization and any gifts and bequests are tax deductible.
Our tax ID is 56-2503074
Thanks so much for considering!

SAVE THE DATES!
Fall Gathering at Ghost Ranch October 21 through 24
Dancing With Change: Breaking Through The Haze.

The NMMW Fall Conference will take place October 21 to 24, 2021.
We will be offering a hybrid conference: in-person and virtual. We
are hoping to have 100+ men in attendance at Ghost Ranch New
Mexico.

FALL CONFERENCE REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN!
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Registration is now open for the Fall Conference. And this year, we are coming to you
live and
virtually. You choose what mode works best for you.
The theme of this year's conference is "Dancing with Change: Breaking through the
Haze". This topic will energize poignant and deep conversations about the events of
the last 18 months, as well as throughout our entire lives. The possibilities are
endless!
If you are going to be attending live, please note that you will need to register here for
the Conference and contact Ghost Ranch directly for food and lodgings.
If you have questions about the conference or would like to
volunteer, please email Mark Ayers, Conference Chair, at
mayersabq@gmail.com.
We look forward to bringing our community together once again.

Stay tuned for more info on the 2022 Couples
conference planned for May 20-22, 2022.
BRING A BUDDY
September 7 ABQ Bring A Buddy: Fall Conference
Preview
.
We hope you can come to this evening and invite a friend to join
you. One of our goals is to reach out to our male friends and invite
them to share an experience of spending a few hours connecting
with other men in a nurturing environment.

To register and receive a Zoom link, please email Robert Younger
at ryounger@galves.com
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Please remember that we are offering these events on the first
Tuesday of every month and that we are open to having new
presenters host a topic they have some passion around sharing
with other men

OTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS
The NMMW Board of Directors meetings date/time will be posted
on the website and announced in the monthly newsletter. Let Marc
know if you would like to attend the meeting
at marckolman@gmail.com.

NMMW HAS A NEW BLOG ON THE WEBSITE
If you wish to contribute something, send to Hank (hbfire88@gmail.com) or Victor
(victor@myheartsongs.org) with BLOG in the subject. Rant, announce, query: it is ours to
create!
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